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THE CHINESE LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT FUH CHAU.

BY KBV. A. C. WHITE, M. D.

The Chinese language is, in theory, a language of monosyllables

;

but, owing to the paucity of distinct syllables, two monosyllabic words

having, in the language of books, the same signification, are often

joined together in the spoken language to represent a single idea.

Other varieties of compound words are used to express ideas which,

in other languages, are represented by a simple word. Some words

which are generally regarded as monosyllables, contain two or more

vowel sounds' which are pronounced so distinct and separate as to

constitute real dissyllables, as, kiang, hiong, sieu, which are pro-

nounced ki-ang, hi-ong, si-eu.

There are in the Fuh Chau dialect but ten vowel sounds, and they

are generally reckoned as only nine, and the elementary consonant

sounds are only ten, hence the number of syllables must also be

small. Many combinations of consonants found in other languages

are unknown to the Chinese, and the structure of their language is

unfavourable to the formation of many polysyllabic words. To com-

pensate for these restrictions upon the formation of words, they have

adopted the use of a variety of tones to distinguish ideas expressed
' by what we should call the same word.

The tones used in different dialects vary both in. their number and

intonation.

In the court dialect, spoken at the Capital, and by public ofii-

cers in all parts of the empire, there are five tones. In the Tiechu

dialect there are said to be nine tones. In the several dialects

spoken at Canton, Amoy, and Fuh Chau, there are reckoned eight

tones; but in the Fuh Chau dialect there are really but seven

tones, for the second and sixth are identical, and in their books,

the words referred to these two tones are all arranged under the.

second. «

In the Fuh Chau dialect there is a native work, called the Book of

Eight Tones, and Thirty-six Mother Characters. In this book

all the characters in common use are systematically arranged,

according to their sounds. Three of the mother characters are

mere duplicates, and are not used in the body of the work. All the

syllabic sounds of this dialect are, therefore, arranged in thirty-three

genera, under mother characters, having the same final sound as the
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characters arranged under them. Each genus (containing the same

final sound) is again divided into fifteen classes, in reference to the

initial sounds with which they are severally connected.

The Chinese have not carried their analysis of vocal sounds to

the nice elementary distinctions recognised in Western languages;

but each simple word is divided by their analysis into two parts

:

a final part, or " mother sound," which gives body to the word, and

a " leading part," or initial sound.

The initial sound consists of a single consonant, or of two conso-

nants combined, but no vowel ever acts as the
"
leading part" or

initial*

The final part, or " mother sound," consists, essentially, of a

vowel or vowels, followed, in some words, by a single consonant,

but never by two consonants. Ng, which is found ^t the end of

many Chinese words, represents, as in English, but a single element-

ary consonant sound, unlike either n or g when used alone, and not

compounded of the sounds of n and g combined. This is a distinct

elementary sound, and is used both at the beginning and end of

Chinese words. This consonant sound, which we represent by ng,

is one of the initials, and in some cases it is used alone, without the

addition of a final, but only as a prefix to other words, giving them
a negative signification ; as, ho^ good; ng'-h6^bad; k'6^ to depart

;

ng'-k'o^, will not depart.

Each class of syllables is again sub-divided, according to the dis-

tinctions introduced by the tones.

The thirty-three final sounds, multiplied by the fifteen initial

sounds, give four hundred and ninety- five primary syllables. These

again, multiplied by the seven tones in actual use, give three thou-

sand four hundred and sixty-five different monosyllabic words,

which may be distinguished by the ear ; to which may be added the

semi-vocal initial, ng, used in a single tone without afinal, as men-
tioned above.

Though there are in theory this number of simple words, many
of them are distinguished from others by very slight shades of dif-

ference, and there are (so far as known to the writer) only sixteen

hundred and forty-four in actual use.

To supply the defect which this paucity of words occasions in the

spoken language, two or more words are frequently combined into

one, to express a single idea. This practice is so common, that the

* Qne of the (so called) initials has merely the force of the Greek spiritvst

lenii, and denotes the absence of any initial consonant, in which case the woul
begins with the vowel of thc_^»io? or " mother smmd."
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dialect of Fuh Chau has become, to a great extent, a language of

polysyllables.

The statement sometimes put forth, that there are hundreds of

characters expressing different ideas, which are all pronounced

exactly alike, refers only to the written language as read ; and even

in the language as read the number of set phrases and the peculiar

collocation of words give a good degree of definiteness to the lan-

guage. There is but little more difficulty in understanding the idea

intended, than Ave experience when we hear an English book read,

in which occur such words as right, rite, write, and wright, or

cleave, to split, and cleave, to adhere. It is true, however, that such

equivocal words are more numerous in Chinese than in English.

In the different provinces, and in different districts of the same

province, the reading sounds of the characters differ in the same
manner as the Arabic figures are differently pronounced by the

various nations of Europe. The spoken dialects also differ widely

from the reading dialects of the same localities.

In general, the spoken dialects are more diffuse than the written

language, which is common to all parts of the empire. This results,

in the main, from the frequent necessity of using two Avords of sim-

ilar meaning, or, more properly, a dissyllable, to express an idea

definitely, when a single written character or word is all that is

required.

The spoken languages being more diffuse, and differing in style

from the written language, they have adopted, in several dialects, a

system of writing the spoken dialects, by borrowing from the general

written language a few common characters, Avhich they use cHiefly

as phonetics, to represent the sounds of the spoken language. These

characters are thus used without reference to their signification in

the classical writings which have been handed down from the remote

ages of antiquity.

This is the common system of mercantile and epistolary writing

adopted by persons of limited education, and can only be understood

by persons speaking the same dialect, while the style of writing in

use among professed literary men, is understood alike by the literati

of all parts of the empire.

The system of initials and finals used in the " Book of Eight

Tones," referred to above, would, if used for that purpose, form (in

connection with the tonal marks) a complete alphabet for the Fuh
Chau dialect. They have been so used by missionaries for writing

colloquial phrases, in their private study of the language. Three

of the gospels have been written out in this manner by Chinese

teachers in the employment of missionaries.
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Books written in this style can be read with the same facility

as alphabetic writing of other languages, and are a great aid in

learning the colloquial, though no books have been printed in this

style, and the initials and finals have never been used in this man-

ner in native books.
' To foreigners learning the Fuh Chau dialect, a thorough knowledge

of this system of initials and finals, apd the eight tones, is of

great importance.

The student should constantly refer the pronunciation of every

word to its place in this system, till he can analyze each spoken

word, giving its proper initial and final, and point out its proper

tone as readily as he can spell any word in his mother tongue.

Slight variations in the pronunciation of Chinese words are

noticed among different Chinese teachers. When, therefore, Chinese

words are represented by the letters of the English alphabet, (which

are written more readily than the Chinese initials and finals,) the

student refers at once to the sounds of the corresponding initials

axxdfinals, as he has learned them from his teacher.

The letters of the English alphabet, when used in the following

pages to represent Chinese sounds, are to be pronounced as follows

:

I.

—

Consonant Sounds.

1. Ch, having the same sound as in church.

2. Ch', ch with the same sound as above, followed by an addi-

tional /), which is represented, in such cases, by the Greek spiritus

asper, ('.)

3« H, having its own proper sound, as in hand, at the beginning

of words, while at the end of words (where it occurs only in the

fourth and eighth tones) it denotes simply an abrupt closing of the

vocal organs, without the formation of any distinct sound. When
the sound of h follows ch, p, or t, it is, for convenience, represented

by the spiritus asper, ('.)

4. K has its own proper sound, as in king.

5. K', k followed by a distinct sound of //.

6. L, as in English words.

7. M, as in English words.

8. N, as in English words.

9. !Ng, as in sing, both at the beginning and end of words. It

often requires great care to enunciate this sound correctly at the
beginning of words.

10. P, as in park, purade.

11. P', p followed by the distinct sound of A.

12. S, as in saiiiC.
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13. T, as in tame, till.

14. T', t followed by h, each letter retaining its own proper sound

The preceding are the consonant sounds found in the Fuh Chau

initials, but it will be seen that there are, in reality, only ten ele-

mentary consonants, viz. : Ch, H, K, L, M, N, Ng, P, S, T.

The spiritus asper, (',) which is equivalent to //, being used to

avoid confounding ph with the sound of/, and th with th in thin

or then, and to show that it is never silejit in any combination.

II.

—

Vowels. There are nine distinct vowel sounds, viz.

:

1. a, as m far, father.

2. e, as in they, prey, but when followed by ng its sound is nearly

as short as in met.

3. e, like the flat sound in there, or like a in care.

4. e, pronounced nearly like e in her, or i in hird, but more open,

and spoken deeper in the throat.

5. i, as in machine, but frequently like i in pin, if the word ends

with a consonant.
'

6. 0, as in note, report.

7. 6, like o in for, cord, lord.

8. u, like 00 in school; but if the word ends with h or ng, the

sound is like that of u in bull. The distinction, if any, between the

sound of u in these two forms of Chinese words is unimportant in

practice, and too slight to be noted by any diacritical marks. At
the beginning of words, when followed by another vowel, it has the

force of w in English words.

9. ii has the French sound of ii, as in I'une. This is a sound

between those of e and oo. When two vowels come together in the

same word, each vowel retains its own sound. There are no silent

letters employed in this system.

III.

—

Tones. Figures raised above the line, at the end of words,

are used to distinguish the tones.

Note.—^This system of orthography is substantially that known as the system

of Sir William JoneS, used for Romanizing the languages of India, the Pacific

Islands, and the languages of the North American Indians. Some hare desirml

to embrace the sounds, used in all the dialects of China, in one system, distin-

guishing them by separate letters, or by diacritical marks, so that eaoh letter

shall have a uniform sound in every dialect for which it is used. Such strict

uniformity would require the use of several diacritical marks on letters where

fhey are not needed, when, as in the plan here adopted, slight modifications are

allowed in each dialect. The sounds of the letters, as here given, is nearly

identical with the system used in writing the language spoken at the Sandwich

Islands.
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TABLE OF FINALS AND INITIALS, WITH THEIE NAMES, AND
THEIR ALPHABETIC VALUE IN ROMAN LETTERS.

THIRTY-THKEE FINALS. FIFTEEN INITIALS.

1 Cli'ung

2* Ilua

3* Hiong

4 Ch'iu

5 Sang

6 K'ai

r Ka

8 Ping

9* Huang

10 K6

lit Sil

12* Pue

13 Ku

14 Teng

15* Kuong

16* Hui

irt Sien

^ "a

^ iong

iJj ang

H "'

^ i"g

il uang

ue

u

^ eng

3fe "0"g

HI

ieu

18 NgiiDg

19 Kong

20 Chi

21 Teng

22 Kan

23* Kuo

24 Se

25t Ku6

26t Kie

27* Siang

28 Oh'oi

29 Cli'g

30* T'ieng

81* Kia

32 Uai

33t Keu

§t*ong

%
eng

au

u6

® ^

Ti6

ie

fgoi

^ ieng

^ ia

1 Liu

2* Pieng

3 Kiu

4 K'e»

5 T6

6 P'6

7 T'a

8 Cheng

9 Nih«

10 8i=

11 Eng

12 Mung*

13 Nga"

14 Ch'oh'

15 Hi

^P

# '''

-©• Ch

N
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Each of the syllables in the preceding tables is susceptible of

seven variations of the tone in which it is enunciated. Some of the

tones affect the orthography, while others do not. Under each word

thus formed may be arranged several characters having independent

significations ; and thus it happens that a single word in the spoken

language is made the symbol to express a number of ideas essen-

tially different from each other.

Chinese Tones.

The greatest obstacle to the acquisition of the spoken dialects or

languages of China, is the peculiar application of the tones, which

distinguish words having otherwise the same orthography. It is

believed that the tones are not in themselves very difiBcult, but as

they are absolutely essential to the spoken language, and require

constant attention to nice distinctions, which are never noticed in

other languages, they demand all the attention the student can

bestow, to remember always the proper tone of each word, and to

enunciate it correctly in speaking.

In English, various tones or inflections of the voice are used to

give force and animation to language; but in Chinese, the tone is

an essential part of the word in all circumstances ; while rhetorical

effect is given to discourse by accentuation, rapidity or slowness of

utterance, and peculiarities of manner, as well as varieties of pitch

of the voice, and gesticulation.

Much ::as been written in regard to the tones, and some discrep-

.Q'^e -Will be found in the statements of different writers, caused,

pimcipally, by the differences in tones of the same name in the sev-

eral dialects with which the different writers were acquainted.

It is generally believed that the system of tones was invented to

compensate for the paucity of syllables, or single words, in the

spoken languages, or dialects, of the numerous kingdoms of Eastern

Asia, which have long since been consolidated into the one vast em-
pire of China.

What was the condition of the spoken languages of China previous

to the adoption of the present system of writing, we have no means
of learning, except from the structure of their written language, and
their ancient poetry.

The general rules of poetry, derived from the Confucian classics,

have been fixed and unchanging for more than twenty centuries.

In poetical composition the words are arranged in reference to

their tones, of which, for poetical purposes, there are reckoned but

two classes or distinctions.

The poetical division of tones is into^^ ping° siang, smooth
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tone 01' tones; and ^'C^ ^^'^^ siang, oblique, or harsh tone or

tones; (for these terms may be taken either as singular or plural.)

These being the only distinctions, in regard to tone, which it is

necessary to observe in poetical composition, it is not improbable

that there were only two tones in use when the ancient classics were

written, or at least in the early ages, when the poetic standards were

fixed.

The universal study of the ancient classics, and the observance

of the ancient standards of poetical composition, secure a pretty gen-

eral uniformity in the division of the characters into ping°, or smooth

toned, and cha", or harsh toned characters, though the subordinate

divisions in these two classes of tones are by no means uniform in

the different dialects.

The Nanking, or court dialect, has five tones, viz. : two ping^, or

smooth tones, and three cha*, or harsh tones ; though, it is stated

that there was originally but one smooth, or even tone.

The names which now distinguish the ping^ tones, viz.: Jt.^^
siong^ ping^ siang, primary smooth tone ; and ~p>^^ ha- ping**

siang, secondary smooth tone, are thought, by Chinese writers, to

have arisen from having the characters arranged under the ping''

tone, placed in two volumes ; the first volume (as is customary with

any work) marked J^. siong^, orfirst, and the latter volume marked

~K ha^, or last. These distinctions, which originally related to the

volumes of the book, having been afterward referred to a distinction

of two ping* tones. This view is still further supported by the fact

that, while characters referred to the smooth tones in the court dia-

lect, are also referred to what are called smooth tones in the several

local dialects, yet many characters referred to what is called a pri-

mary smooth tone jn one dialect, are placed in the secondary smooth

tone in another dialect, and vice versa.

The cha* tones, of which there are three in the court dialect,

called _ll^ siong^ siang, high tone ; -^^ k'eii^ siang, diminish-

ing tone ; and ^^ ih* siang, entering, or abrvpt tone,'a,s they are

now found in the dictionaries of the general language, or court dia-

lect, are each again sub-divided, in many of the local dialects, (as the

even tone has been in all dialects,) into primary high, diminishing,

and abrupt, and secondary high, diminishing, and abrupt tones.

When all the tones now enumerated are arranged together, the

J[^^ siong^ siang, primary tones, are always arranged before the

~|\^ ha^ siang, or secondary tones, as follows, viz.

:
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1. 1^ 2pl^S siong* ping" siang; primary smooth tone.

2. Y K^^ siong" siong" siang; primary high tone.

3. Y :iL.w. siongf k'eii' siang
;
primary diminishing tone.

4. Y A^ siong^ ih' siang; primary abrupt tone.

5. ~T^2p^i ha^ ping* siang; secondary smooth tone.

6. "T^ h ^i ha° siong^ siang ; secondary high tone.

7. ~F»-^i-'^t ha'' k'eii' siang ; secondary diminishing tone.

8. ~j^ A^^ ^^ '^' siang; secondary abrupt tone.

This translation of the Chinese names of the tones, though not

the one usually given, is admitted by the original, and gives a better

idea of their nature than a more literal translation. The names of

the tones, as given above, are common to various dialects, but they

do not represent the same qualities of voice, or sound, in the differ-

ent dialects ; that is, tones bearing the same names are often essen-

tially different in different dialects.

The number of tones in actual use, varies also in different districts.

In several dialects, there are reckoned eight tones, as given above,

while in the Fuh Chau dialect, only seven are in actual use, and in

the Tiechu dialect there are said to be nine tones. In the spoken

language of Canton there are ten tones, but in reading, only eight.

The names applied to the tones give but an imperfect idea of their

nature, and, in general, it would be as well to designate them as

first, second, (fee, tones, as to employ the names they bear in Chi-

nese books.

Description of Tones in the Fuh Chau Dialect.—The _first, or

primary smooth tone, called siong^ ping*, is a uniform even sound,

enunciated a little above the ordinary speaking key, but neither ele-

vated nor depressed, from the commencement to the close of the

word. It is, in this respect, like the enunciation of a note in music;
it may, therefore, be called the singing tone, or the musical mono-
tone.

The second, or primary high tone, called siong^ siong', is enunci-

ated in the ordinary speaking key, and the voice usually falls a note
at the close, as at the end of a sentence in unimpassioned discourse.

In connected discourse, however, the second tone is sustained, and
turns upward, like the vanishing stress of unaccented words in com-
mon conversation. In attempting to pronounce the letters a-e, we
notice that e is pronounced either a note higher, or lower than a.

So, also, if we take the pains to listen attentively when a alone is

pronounced, we shall notice that it has its ending, or vanishing move-
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ment, turned upward one note : or, if spoken like the close of a sen-

tence, where the voice falls in the usual way, we shall perceive that

the vanishing movement of a turns downward one note. This is

exactly the variety of enunciation, distinguished by the second, or

siong^ siong^ tone in this dialect.

The third, or primary diminishing tone, called siong^ k'eii', is

what elocutionists call the rising third, and is heard in English on

the emphatic word in a direct question, as, "Does it rain?" where

the voice turns upward, through the interval of two notes of the

octave.

The fourth, or primary abrujjt tone, called siong^ ih^, turns the

voice upward through the same interval as the third tone ; but it

terminates abruptly, as though the voice was suddenly interrupted

in an effort to pronounce a final h. In words which, in other tones,

end in ng, the abrupt close of the fourth tone sounds somewhat like

a suppressed, or half-uttered k, but the clicking sound of the k is

not heard. If a person should attempt to ask the question, " Can
you open the lock V and be suddenly stopped before enunciating

the final clicking sound of the k, he would give to the last word the

primary abrvpt tone.

Thejifth, or secondary smooth tone, called ha'* ping', is a quick,

forcible enunciation, commencing about two notes above the ordinary

key, and suddenly dropping down, at the close, to the key note. It

is what is called by elocutionists the falling third, and, when em-

phatic, the falling fifth. It is sometimes called the scolding tone.

It is heard in a petulant enunciation of the emphatic words in the

sentence, "No ! I'll do no such thing."

The sixth tone is identical with the second, and no words are

arranged under it ; that is, no secondary high, or rising tone, has yet

been invented in this dialect.

The seventh, or secondary diminishing tone, called ha^ k'eu', is a

guttural downward circumflex. It is, in English, expressive of pe-

culiar emphasis, frequently indicating rebuke, scorn, or contempt, as,

" Whence, and what art thou, execrable shape f

. . . Back to thy punishment,

False fugitive."

" You wrong me every way
;
you tvrong me, Brutus."

The words very many, if spoken with forcible emphasis, would

also exhibit the tone under consideration.

This is probably the most difficult tone in the language to enun

ciate correctly, under all circumstances.
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The eighth, or secondary abrupt tone, called ha^ ih^ closes

abruptly, like the fourth tone, but differs from it by being enunci-

ated on a uniform pitch, a little above the ordinary key. The eighth

tone is an abrupt termination of the first tone, in the same manner

as tlie fourth tone is an abrupt termination of the third.

The tones affect only that part of the word known as the final,

while the initial remains unaffectedjjy the tone.

In the table, pages 16, 17, the finals are given with the modifi-

cations produced by the tones. If each initial consonant is suc-

cessively prefixed to all the forms in the table, there will be obtained

all the separate words, or distinct syllables, found in the language.

We have placed at the head of the table, the initial eng, which de-

notes merely the absence of any initial consonant, as this gives the

simplest form of all the^naZi through each tone. The student will

see, from the table at pages 8, 9, how each initial is success-

ively united with all the finals, and in the table, pages 16, 17,

how eachj(?naZ, whether joined to an initial or otherwise, is modified

by the tones. In the table, the vowels printed in italics are accented

;

in all other cases the first vowel in a word takes the accent. This
accentuation of the vowels is uniform, and should be thoroughly
learned from the table. The accented vowels are not marked in

other parts of this article. Besides the final syllables in the table,

the serai-vocal ng is used in the seventh tone, without a vowel or
any other addition. With this addition there are sixty-one inde-
pendent final syllables, which may be arranged in alphabetical order,

as follows

:

a, ae, aijh, aeng, ah, ai, aih, aing, aiu, ang, au, anli, aung, e, e, e, eh, eh,
Pig. eng, eu, eu, euh, eung, i, ia, iah, iang, ie, ieh, ieng, ieu, ih, ing, ioh, iong,
ill, ng, o, 6, oe, oh, oi, 6i, ong, u, ii, ua, uah, uai, uang, ue, uh, Uh, ui, ung,
iing, u6, u6, uoh, uong.

If we add the forms produced by prefixing the initial consonants,
we shall obtain nine hundred and one syllables, or simple wordsj
capable of being distinguished by the mode -of spelling them with
Roman letters. Some of these forms, it will be noticed are pro-
duced by changes in orthography, required by the tones. The entire
number of forms obtained by all the changes produced by the tones
is three thousand four hundred and sixty- six words, which can be
distinguished by the ear. Some of these are distinguished with
difficulty, and (as nearly as is known) only one thousand six htfn
(Ired and forty-four of these monosyllabic words are in actual use in
the spoken language

; while in the Tovic Dictionary, or Paih Ing
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only one thousand six hundred and twenty of these sounds have

characters arranged under them.

To compensate for this paucity of monosyllahles, two or more are

often united together, forming real polysyllables, to express single

ideas. By this means the number of words is increased to several

thousands, and, as regards its richness and variety of expression,

this dialect is but little inferior to many alphabetic languages.

It will be seen in the table, that the orthography of some words is

changed, as they are declined through the different tones. In rapid

speaking, words in the third and seventh tones are but slightly dis-

tinguishable from the first tone ; and in such cases the orthography

reverts toward the form of the corresponding word in the first tone.

Yet when spoken deliberately, the tones are readily distinguished,

and the orthography varies with the tones, as shown in the table.

Nouns, like other Chinese words, are incapable of inflexion.

Gender, number, person, and case, are determined either by the ad-

dition pf other words, or by the position a word occupies in the

sentence.

Case.—The subject nominative precedes, and the predicate nom-
inative follows the verb, as in English. The accusative case is

placed after transitive verbs and prepositions, and is only distin-

guished by its position in a sentence. But in many instances, the

accusative precedes the verb in the imperative mood, as chii pong^

chii-ka^ book place book-case ; that is, place the book in the book-

case. This construction is very common, though not always adopted.

The dative and ablative cases are often used without any distin-

guishing mark, though they are sometimes preceded by a preposition.

The genitive case of nouns is formed by adding ki^ his, hers, its, or

theirs, after the noun, as sung^ ki' neng*, ship's men ; that is, sailors; or

boatmen; Tiing kuoh* ki* neng'. Central kingdom's men ; that is. Chi-

namen. The genitive is often followed by the name of the thing pos-

sessed, without any intervening word, as sung= neng°, boatmen, sailors

;

Tiing kuoh* neng^ men of China ; Kuoh^ ho^, nation's title, or national

title. But in such cases, the noun in the genitive may generally be

regarded as an adjective, qualifying the following noun.

Gender.—The gender of nouns is indicated by words denoting

male and female, 'either directly or indirectly, as nang, male; and

nii^, for female. These are general terms, applicable to any living

beings, and are placed before the nouns which they qualify. These

terms are but seldom used in speaking ; they belong more properly

to the written language.
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In common conversation, m6^ signifying mother, and keiih*, to de-

note the male, are employed after nouns, to distinguish the gender of

all the lower afiimals, including birds and insects ; as iong^ mo*, the fe-

male goat ; long* keiih*, the male goat. For human beings, nii^ ing* is

used for woman, in the most genteel society; but the common terms for

man and woman are derived from a singular circumstance in the history

of the ancient kingdom of U=-chii, of which Fuh Ghau was the capital.

The kingdom of U^-chii was subjugated by the Tong* dynasty, and

tradition says, that all the men were destroyed, and that the women
were compelled to become the wives of their captors, (called Tong''

men,) who immediately occupied the kingdom of TJ*-chii, which,

thereafter, became a part of the great Chinese empire. In memory
of this circumstance, to the present day, the women of Fuh Chau
are usually called Chii niong-^, or Chii niong-' neng* ; that is, Chii ladies,

retaining a part of their ancient name. Girls are called Chii nie-

kiang^ ; that is, Chii children. On the other hand, the men are called

Tong'puo nengs, or Tong* men, and boys are called Tong'puo nie-

kiang2, or Tong^puo kiang^ ; that is, Tong^ children. The shorter

term, Tong^^puo, is often used to signify husband. A teacher, or

any literary man, is called sieng sang, while a literary lady is called

sieng sang niong=. There are also other terms descriptive of the
various human relations, some of which are essentially masculine,
and others essentially feminine ; as,

Huang^kiang^, foreigner. Huang p6^ foreign lady.
Ho', father. Mu*, mother.
Nong^pa', papa. Nong^n^S mamma.
Tong'pud kiang^, son. Chu niekiang", daughter.
Hiang tie', brother. Chia'moe', sister.

Neng'nfe^, nurse.
Hiang, elder brother. ChiaS elder sister.

Tie', younger brother. Moe», younger sister.

Number.—In the Chinese language, both written and spoken
there is often much vagueness in regard to the number of nouns.
The singular can only be indicated definitely by being preceded

or followed by the numeral for one. The plural is denoted by the
connexion of words in the sentence, or by the addition of ten<T3 de-
noting a class, or collection of individuals. Sometimes the°piural
is formed by repeating the noun, as neng= neng', man by man or
men generally.

Classifying Nouns.
These are analogous to what are called, in English, collective-,

nouns; a.a flock, drove, herd, pair. These and many others of the
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same character are found among the Chinese classifying nouns.

But the greater part of the Chinese classifiers (as these nouns are

commonly called) relate to individual things, and become plural only,

when preceded by a numeral greater than one ; as, a piece of wood

;

a fibre of silk ; a blade of grass ; a stalk of grain ; a kernel of corn

;

a 'grain of sand; a head of cabbage; a sprig of mint; a loaf of

bread; a block of marble, <fcc. While in English comparatively

few nouns have classifiers of this kind used with them, both in the

singular and plural numbers, in the Fuh Chau Chinese every noun

has its appropriate classifier attached to it, in almost every case

where it is preceded by a numeral.

Generally several nouns have the same classifier, but when the

same vocal sound is used as the names of different objects, the dif-

ferent classifiers that are used clearly distinguish them.

In the written language the numeral can frequently be joined to

the noun without the classifier, but this usage is seldom or never

admissible in the spoken language.

If we say in English two piece men, as the Chinese do when
speaking English in the CHainese idiom, it sounds no more uncouth

to us than lang^ neng= (literally two men) does to the Chinese, who
say lang' ka^ neng', for two men, using the classifier ka^ between
the adjective lang', two, and the noun neng', men. The combina-
tions, a flock of tongs, a drove of weights, a kernel of twine, a sprig

of land, would sound no more uncouth in English, than correspond-

ing errors in the use of Chinese classifiers ; and as very few Chinese
nouns can be used without their classifiers, early attention to the

proper use of this class of vcords is. of great importance. Keng, a
day's work, is used without a classifier, and perhaps some others.

The round numbers for twenty, thirty, forty, &c , one hundred, two
hundred, one thoiisand, one myriad, <fcc., can be used before many
nouns without classifiers ; but these are rare exceptions to the rule,

that Every noun must be accompanied by its appropriate classi-

fier, when taking a numeral adjective before it.

The classifiers are called uah^ che^ living words; because they
give life and precision to discourse. Two nouns, differing greatly
in signification, though pronounced exactly alike, may be read-
ily distinguished by the different classifiers with which they are
joined in discourse; as, siio^ ku6' ua'', a phrase of speech; and s 6"

hoh* ua', a scroll of painting ; the word ua', meaning discourse in

one case, and painting in the other, being rendered perfectly defi-

nite by the classifying nouns with which it is joined in the two
cases. Tiu=, plain silk cloth, and tiu\ a wardrobe, or cupboard, are
distinguished in a similar manner, for we say, siio' ka' tiu^ one frame
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wardrobe ; but siio^ peh* tiu=, one web of silk ; or, sii6° toi' tiu=, a small

piece of silk goods. It is thus that these living words give clear-

ness and precision to discourse.*

Compound Nouns.

Two or more words are often united to describe an object which

has no simple name. They form regular compound nouns, and aie

of frequent occurrence. Kiang^, a childv or a small specimen of any

object named, is often affixed to nouns to form compounds; a.s,

neng'' kiang^, a human child; ngu^ kiang^, a calf; huang^ kiang^, a

foreign child, or a foreigner ; chieng= kiang^, a small coin ; ie^ kiang^,

a small chair, or a stool ; sung° kiang^, a boatman. Kiang^ may be

joined to any noun in the same manner as a diminutive suffix.

Sa hu^ signifies a leader, and is a term often applied to priests

;

but when preceded by the term for such substances as wood,

earth, stone, silver, it signifies a worker in those substances; as,

ngiing'sa hu^ a silversmith; T'u^ sa hu^ a mason; siio^ sa hu-,

a stone-cutter ; muh^ sa hu'^, a worker in wood, a carpenter. Some
other trades are designated in the same manner.

Cho^ to make or do ; or pa^ to beat out, or to fashion, prefixed

to the name of a thing, or the material of which it is made, designates

the maker of those goods, or the worker in that material ; as, cho^

i siong^ maker of clothing, or a tailor
;
pa^ t'ieh*, iron worker, that is,

a blacksmith; pa^ teng=, a coppersmith, or a brass-worker
;

pa'

ngiings, a silversmith. Sa hu^, affixed to the aboye compounds, will

give the additional idea of a master workman at any of those trades.

We have cho^ me^ me', to work at buying and selling, or cho^ seng

li^, or cho' seng e^, to be a trader, or a merchant ; cho^ ch'eng^, to

work the fields ; that is, to be a farmer ; cho^ cheng^ keii^, to bear tes-

timony, to be a witness ; cho^ keng ngie', to be a mechanic of any
kind ; cho^ maeng^ would signify a maker of nets, but as the very

" In the use of nouns preceded by their classifiers, a numeral adjective must
always precede the classifier. The numeral siio', one, is, in such circumstances,

commonly equivalent to a or an. There is no proper article in the Chinese lan-

guage ; its place is in part supplied by numeral and demonstrative adjectives.

Weights and measures, as classifiers, are used before nouns in the same man-
ner as in English. In the Chinese money weights in common use at Fuh Chau,

10 Lie equal one Hung = 5.755 grains, Troy.

10 Hung equal one Chieng := 57.56 grains, Troy.

10 Chieng equal one Liong, or ounce =: 676.5 grains, Troy.

16 Liong equal one Kung, or pound = 9208 grains, Troy.

100 Kung equal one Tang, or load = 131i pounds. Avoirdupois.
Six or eight other weights are in use at Fuh Chau, varying in value from ».

to 1| of the Kung, or pound, given above.
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same expression signifies also to dream, they usually say pa^ maeng^,
for making nets. All the above terms formed with cho^ to make,
or pa^ to fashion, often take after them the phrase ki^ neng*, its man

;

that is, the man of whom these actions are predicated, and the entire

expression is used as a noun, for merchant, trader, (fcc.

Adjectives.

Adjectives commonly precede the nouns which they qualify ; as,

ken^ sang, a high hill ; U07ig ngu^, a yellow ox ; ngai^ neng^, bad

men. The adjective may also be placed after the noun, the substan-

tive verb being understood, in which case the. adjective becomes a

predicate. Such forms are more common than in English, as the

substantive verb is more readily understood, and needs not to be so

frequently expressed; as, neng^ vgai^, the man is bad; no^ 7(d^, the

thing is good; tiio'' Imong'', the road is long. In some such cases it

is scarcely admissible to supply the substantive verb in speaking,

though it must be supplied to give a Correct translation in English.

An adjective reduplicated becomes intensive; as, ho^ho^, very good;

keng^keng^, very high; ming-'^ming*, very plain, clear, or evident;

kuong^kuong^, very smooth ; kuongkuong, very luminous. Differ-

ent qualities are expressed by ordinals ; as, Te eh'^ ho^ number one

good, or first quality ; Te ne' ho^, number two good, or second qual-

ity. The Chinese are extravagant in the use of adjectives, using

superlatives where intensives onlj' are strictly admissible. Siong^,

upper, or superior, and ting^ ridge, or summit, are often thus used.

The following examples will show the method of comparing ad-

jectives : ia^ keng^ rather high ; keng^, high ; keng%eng^, very high,

ku keng^ higher ; kah* keng^ too high ; ting^ keng=, highest ; ia'* h6=,

rather good ; ho', good ; ho' ho', very good ; ku ho', better ; kah* ho',

too good, or remarkably good; ting= ho', best; siong^ ho', first rate,

best quality ; ia= pa^, rather white, pretty white ; sometimes it means
very white.

Nia^noi^, a little, or somewhat, afiSxed to an adjective, indicates a

slight shade of the quality ; but this form is more commonly used in

comparing two objects, and indicates that the object to which the adjec-

tive thus modified is applied, surpasses by a little the one with which
it is compared. When two things are compared, they are generally

connected by the conjunction keiing', and the quality expressed by
the comparing adjective belongs to the thing first mentioned, though
it is placed after both nouns ; thus, li', keiing' li^, ku ho', plums than

pears [are] better; the same idea may be expressed without the

conjunction ; as, li' ku ho' li=, plums [are] better [than] pears ; though

placed between the nouns, it still qualifies the former noun.
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" The position of an adjective determines its comparison." When
two things are compared, ^~- j^ tong* siio^ ch'iio*, signifies, longer

by a foot ; but when one thing only is spoken of, the same expres-

sion means, length one foot; so also ^-J^^ siio* cb'iio' tong^.

means, (when one thing only is referred to,) one foot long; but if

two objects are mentioned, the same expression signifies one foot

longer, and the greater length is understood of the thing first men-

tioned. 5- -^ chii%ii'^, signifies sons and daughters; while y( ~^

nii^chii^, signifies a female child; and in the written language, when

these two are combined into one character, thus, "^Jr' it is read

ho^ and signifies good, beautiful. "^JE, pang"'chang^ literally

level and perpendicular, signifies in commi^n conversation, bad, of

inferior quality.

Numeral adjectiues are best understood in connexion with the

written characters. Both the common and the business forms are

given in the following table.

iimbera



Numbers.
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Pronouns.

The words used to perform the oflSce of pronouns, in Chinese, are

varied to suit the comparative rank of the speaker and hearer.

When a person speaks to an equal, or when a man of rank speaks

to an inferior, the proper personal pronoun Nguai^ is used ; but this

is inadmissible in addressing a superior. Neng^-ka, 1 or we, is

commonly used when speaking to equal's ; it is, however, a circum-

locution, but is in common use for the first person. Nu=, [literally,

a servant,'] your servant, or, I your servant, is used by persons ad-

dressing their superiors, and generally by persons desiring to hon-

our those whom they address. Puong^-sing, tlds body, equivalent

to myself, is used to denote the speaker ; it has no plural. There

are various other circumlocutions, used as polite forms of indicating

the speaker. Nii^ thou, or you, is the common form of the pronoun

in the second person. / [pronounced as in machine'] is used for

he, she, it, they, or them. Pronouns, like other words in the Chi-

nese language, may be either singular or plural, as best suits the

connexion. Neng*, man, is often appended to pronouns, as the sign

of the plural ; as, Nguai--neng^, or, Nu'-neng, we, or us ; Nii^-neng^,

you; I-neng^ they.

Ki^, the sign of the genitive case, may be placed after any of the

pronouns, in the same manner that it is used after nouns. For the

possessive case of pronouns, other forms are often used ; thus, leng'

chong, your father ; long'' tong^, your mother ; leng' hing, your elder

brother ; leng' tie', your younger brother ; leng' chiang, your wife

;

leng' ch'ing, your relations ; leng' long=, your son ; leng' ch'ieng king,

your daughter. Leng'', in all these examples, signifies good, or ex-

cellent, and is used for your as a very respectful and dignified ad-

dress. The words for father, mother, &c., with which it is joined,

are also titles of respect and honour, and not literal translations of

our terms
;
yet one who fails to use them will often appear unedu-

cated.

In the same manner they say, Aaho', my father; Aamu^ my
mother ; ka hing, my elder brother. Ka, in these expressions, sig-

nifies one's own family, or, perhaps, the family. When other rela-

tions are spoken of, another term is used; as, chieng' noi', my wife;

(literally, the unpretending, secluded one.) This accords with the

Chinese custom of speaking in humble terms of one's self, or what
is one's own, and of praising that belonging to another.

Sia' te', my younger brother ; sia^ ch'ing, my relations
; pe^ iu^, my

friend
;
pe^ ngieh^ sii, my teacher

; pe^ muong* tu=, my pupils
; pe^ hnb\

my agent
;
pe^ siong', my master ; sieu" i^ my boy ; sieu^ nii^, my
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daughter ; sieu^ k'ai', my slave. Sieu^ means, literally, the little, or

inferior one. Koi^, signifying honourable, is used for your, on the

ground that -what is said to be honourable, is of course understood

to belong to the person addressed, rather than to the speaker. Koi'

k'ai^, your slave ; koi^ siong', your master, or superior ; koi' huo^,

your agent ; koi^ tung, your emplpyer ;- koi^ ka, your noble family

;

koi^ iu^, your noble friend ; koi^ kuoh", your honourable country ; koi''

seng', your surname. In all these examples honour is conferred

upon the person addressed by applying an honourable epithet to

vhat belongs to him.

When speaking of brutes or inanimate objects, the simple posses-

sive pronouns are generally used.

The Interrogatives are, sie" no^, what 1 which ? sie' no" neng*",

what man? who? tie' ne neng\ who? or, man from what place?

tie" siio^ chia*, which one? This expression is varied by using,

instead of the last word chia*, the classifier which corresponds with

the particular thing in reference to which the inquiry is made.

The Demonstratives are, chi^, or chia^, this; hi^, or hia'-, that.

Chia^is also often used as nearly equivalent to that. Chwi'', or in

full, chia^ kuai^, this place, is often used adjectively for this. Hta'',

or hia^ kuai', is also nsed for the demonstrative that.

Who, which, and what, when nsed as relative pronouns, have no

proper equivalent in this dialect of the Chinese language. Their

place is supplied by demonstratives, followed by the nouns them-

selves.

Verbs.

The variations of the verb are not as numerous, or as precise in

their meaning, as in most other languages. The various forms of

pa^, to strike, will illustrate the peculiarities of the Chinese verb in

the Fuh Chau dialect.

I.

—

Indicative Mood. 1. General tense. Nguai^ pa^ I strike.

This form may denote either past, present, ob future time, which

may be determined, with more or less certainty, by the connexion in

which it is used.

2. Present tense, definite ; as, Nguai^ W pa^, I am striking.

3. Perfect tense. This tense denotes that an action or event is

already completed. With transitive verbs, in this tense, the accusa-

tive follows the principal verb, and lau^, finished, follows the accusa-

tive, to denote the completion of the action ; as, Nguai^ pa^ i lau*, I

have struck him.

In case of intransitive verbs, k'6', departed, or, li', to come, is

often inserted between the principal verb and the auxiliary lau°,
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which denotes the completion of the action ; as, Muong^ kui^ k'o^

lau=, the door is opened already ; Muong= kuong li= lau=, the door is

shut to.

4. Future indefinite. Nguai^ chiong pa^ I shall strike.

5. Future definite. Nguai^ cheu' puo^ pa^ I at once will strike.

The following form is nearly intermediate between the two prece-

ding, namely, Nguai^ chiong puo^ pa^, I am about to strike.

n.

—

Subjunctive Mood. The subjunctive is formed from the i n-

dicative, by placing ioh^-sii^ ka-sii^, or ko-pe^, signifying if, )r,

supposing that, before the nominative to the verb ; as, ioh^-sii'^ Nguai*

pa^ if 1 strike, (fee.

III.

—

Potential Mood. Nguai^ e' pa^ I may, or can strike ; Nguai^

tiio^ pa8, 1 must strike ; Nguai^ kai-tong pa^, I ought to strike ; Nguai-

oi' pa*, I wish to strike.

IV.

—

Imperative Mood. Nii^ pa*, strike thou ; Nii^ k'6^ pa', pro-

ceed thou to strike ; IS ii^ tiio* pa*, do you strike at once.

v.

—

Infinitive Mood. Pa*, to strike ; Ing kai pa*, it is proper to

strike ; Le^ pa*, to be striking ; Pa* lau", to have struck ; Chiong puo*

pa*, about to strike.
'

VI.

—

Participles. Ld^ pa*, striking ; Pa* lau^ struck, or, having

struck.

Passive Voice.

In the spoken language of Fuh Chau there is no proper passive

form of verbs. Kieng^, to see, or experience, placed before the verb,

and after the auxiliary, if there is one, is sometimes used to form

the passive voice, but it is seldom heard in conversation, and more

properly belongs to the written language. It is even doubtful

whether this form is understood by any except the educated, who
have learned it in books. Sieu. to receive, or suffer, is more fre-

quently used before the verb to denote action endured by the noun

which precedes the verb. Both these forms may be used without

naming the person or thing by which the action is performed. When
either of these words is used before an active verb to give it a pas-

sive signification, it becomes the principal verb, and the words de-

noting the action or suffering received or endured, become verbal

nouns in the accusative case.

There is another form sometimes used, namely, Nguai^ keiih* i pa*,

1 permitted him to strike ; that is, I was struck by him. In some few
cases this form has acquired, by usage, something like a passive sig-

nification ; as, Nguai^ keijh^ l6-tia pa*, I suffered the oflScer to strike;

that is, I have been beaten by the ofiicor. In this form it is always
necessary to mention the person or thing by which the action has
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been performed. This form is to be carefully distinguished from

another which closely resembles it, but has a very different signifi-

cation ; as, JNguai^ keiing' 16-tia pa^, I with the officers fought, or, I

struck the officers.

By these and other circumlocutions, the ideas of the passive voice

can be tolerably well expressed, but they often appear very harsh.

The awkwardness of these expressions is most apparent when it is

desirable to give an exact colloquial translation, rather than a para-

phrase, of portions of Scripture.

List of Verbs.

Aih', to press.

Ang, to touch, to rest,

Ang', to solder, to cement

Chia, to shade.

Chie", to sacrifice.

Ch6', to make.

Ch'ah', to chop.

Ch6' hua', to create.

.

Ch'iang', to invite.

Chu, to rent.

Ch'oh*, to go forth.

Ch'eh', to mortise.

Eng", to reply.

Eng", to stamp, to seal, to print.

Eng* sing, Ening, or, Eng' ing, to

consent.

Hai', to injure.

Heng, to roast, to bake.

Heiih', to be tired.

Hieng", to hate.

Ho' cImi^ to sprinkle with water.

Hieu' tih', to understand.

Hung, to seal up.

Hung ho', to direct

Hui'' paung', to defame.

Ka', to teach.

Ka', to bite.

Ka' hong', to teach [morals].

Ka' to', to' preach,

K'ang', to see.

Kang' kieng", to see.

K'ang'', to lop off.

Kang" tong', to be inspired.

Eaing', to cover.

(Kaiu', a cover.}

K'aih', to crowd.

K'aiu', to button.

K'aung', to conceal.

K'aung', to sleep.

Ke', to record, to remember.

Kfe% to unfold.

Keng", to select.

Keng', to honour.

Keng*, to lead.

Keu', to save.

Keu', to call.

Keii',to saw.

Keiih'', to permit

Kiang, to fear.

Kiang*, to walk.

K'i', to begin, to build, to set up.

K'i' li', to get up.

K'ie', to stand.

Kiu', to shrivel.

Kong, to carry.

Kong", to speak.

K6' laung', or, Kd' taung', to

gurgle.

K'6', to depart

K6' leng*, to pity.

Lae', to rub, to file, to polish.

Li*, to come.

L6', to descend.

L6i', to bore.

Mai, to carry on the back.

Mai chaung, to bury.

M6^ to buy.

Mfe', to sell.

Meng', to command.

Muai, to grind.
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Muh', to heal.

Maong', to inquire.

Mud, to touch, to stroke.

Neng^, to nurse.

Neng', to recognise.

Neng king, to repeat prayers.

Nfe, to smear.

O', there is, to have.

O', to learn.

Pa, to manufacture.

Pa°, to strike.

Peh*, to pull.

Puai, to split.

Pua' t6, to stumble.

Pau, to envelope.

Sia^ to eat.

Sia che', to write.

Sai, to use.

Sd, to wash.

S6 Ife", to baptize.

Sieu, to burn.

Sieu, to receive.

Sing, to search.

Sing puang, to judge.

Suo', to cut in pieces.

Seng, to put on [clothes.]

Tang, to row.

Tang, to carry burdens.

T'aung', to put off [clothes.]

Teng', to sew, to nail.

T'iang', to ache.

T'iang^ to love.

T'ieu', to jump.

T'iang, to listen.

Toi, to plane.

T6i' ua°, to answer.

T'ui*, to hammer.

Uoh*, to water.

Adverbs.

Adverbs are compared in the same manner as adjectives. They

are in the same manner rendered intensive by reduplication; as,

k'e' k'e^, very quick; maing' maing', very slowly. This latter

expression often means hereafter, or wait a little. Ng' is a nega-

tive prefix, which may be joined either to adjectives or adverbs.

The following are adverbs in common use, namely:

Hieng' chai', now.

Moe', not yet.

Po', again.

K'i' seng, formerly.

Cha', early.

Chia' si' haiu', at this time.

Hia" si" haiu', at that time.

Na", only, simply.

M6' tang tong, impossible.

Kellng', near.

Huong', distant.

H6% well.

Chiang" se', truly, yes.

Ng' se', not so.

Chiong uang', thus.

Chia^ iong^ after this fashion.

Cha poh' to', about so, or, not much
different.

Chia* chia'', just now (past.)

Cha" ki, early in the morning.

M6' ta" king^ no matter.

Tang, now, to-day.

Adverbial Phrases.

King nieng°, this year.

K'6° nieng^ last year.

Nieng^ t'au', first of the year.

S6° nieng^ year before last.

N6' au' nieng', three years hence.

Nguoh" nguoh", monthly.

Mang' niengS next year.

Nieng' nieng*, yearly.

Nieng' mue', the last of the year.

Au' nieng°, year after next.

N6' s6° nieng', three years ago.

Chia" nguoh', this month.
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Puang ka" nguoh', half a month. SOo' ka' nguoh», one month.
Siong' nguotf, last month. A' nguoh", next month.
Seng kui" ka" nguoV, several months Ti' kui" ka" nguoh', several months

ago. hence.

Chiang'' ngaoh', first month of the year. Sang" seh* mang* pu6, new year's eve.

Nih* nih», daily. King tang', to-day.

Ming* tang', or, ming° nih", to-morrow. So" rnang", yesterday.

S6= nili*, day before yesterday. Au' nih", day after to-morrow.

No' au' nih", three days hence. N6' s6' nih", three days ago.

I'uo, night, or evening, affixed to either of the expressions de-

noting days, signifies the evening of that day ; as, king pud, (nih^

being omitted,) this evening ; so' mang= pud, last evening.

Connectives.

But few connecting particles are used in the dialect spoken at

Fuh Chau, and the same is true of the Chinese language generally.

Conjunctions.

Keiing', and ; ling^ also ; heiih'', or heuh'-ti, or, either ; ka sii^

or ioh^ sii^, if; ko^ pe', supposing that ; ing oi', because ; ku chii,

therefore.

Prepositions.

Meng'-seng^ before; a'^-lau^, behind; ke-teng^, above; a'-te^,

below ; tie^-tie', within ; ngie lau\ without, outside.

Interjections.

H6^ ! Well ! It is well ! Ai-ia* ! an expression of wonder, or

surprise ; this expression is also used in a drawling tone, denoting

excessive grief Eii^ ! So-ho ! Ho there ! used to call the attention

of persons standing near. C" ! 0^ ! expressive of sudden pain.

Versification.*

The written language governs the style of poetry. The most an-

cient Chinese poetry was irregular, composed of an even number of

lines, consisting of a nearly uniform number of monosyllabic words

in a line, subject to rules of rhyme and alliteration ; that is to say, to

periodic return and cadence of certain articulations and terminations.

Short pieces of this measured prose make up the Chu King, or. Book
of Records, and some other arcient books of the same class. The

style of long poems, such as the Panegyric ofMoukden, is very similar.

Chinese poetry has advanced by degrees to the condition in which

^ The rules of Chinese versification have been translated from the Chinese

Grammar of Abel Kemusat. l^aiis: A. D. 1823.
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it is seen in at present. Modern poetry commonly consists of either

five or seven -words in- a line. Of these two kinds, that of seven syl-

lables (words) in a line is the more common. There are also verses

of three, four, six, and nine words, or syllables, in a line ; but the or-

dinary poetry is written in measures of either five or seven syllables.

In poetry there are recognised only two distinctions of tone, namely,

the 2p ping, or smooth, and the J\ cha", or harsh tones. The
latter comprehends the

Jj^.
siong^, or rising, the ^^ k'eii^, or van-

ishing, and the ^ ih^, or abrupt tones, these being all considered

harsh tones.

In verses of five words (syllables) no attention is paid to the

tones of the first and third. The second and fourth ought to alter-

nate ; that is, if the second is a ping tone, the fourth ought to be

cha'^, and vice versa. The second and third lines ought to be the

reverse of the first, and, by consequence, the fourth verse resembles

the first. In verses of seven ^syllables, the tones of the first, third,

and fifth may be selected at pleasure. The tones of the second and

fourth words should alternate, and the sixth should correspond with

the second. In verses of five, and also of seven syllables, the stan-

zas, consisting of four lines each, require three of the lines to termi-

nate alike both in rhyme and tone, or accent. Usually the ending

of the third line does not rhyme with the others, and frequently they

dispense with the rhyme altogether.

The structure of Chinese poetry may be illustrated by diagrams,

using the open circle to represent smooth tones, the nfc^
shaded circle for harsh tones, and the circle with one >FStI
half only shaded, to represent syllables which may wwt'
be smooth or harsh at pleasure. QlHIK

In this example the left hand column represents
(ifj|)0?

the first line, having the second syllable a smooth ~ "

tone, and the fourth harsh. The second syllable of ,<-^jf-
the second line is harsh, and the fourth smooth, and vJw'
so on. OillOC

In the following example, the second syllable of the first line ia

harsh, and the fourth smooth, and so on. This ex-

ample is the inversion of the first.

It is thus admissible to choose at pleasure the
tone of the governing syllable, (the second of the
first line,) but when that is chosen, the whole stan-

za must be made to correspond to the peculiar form
w*hich agrees with it

;

' in the same manner as in
music, the whole tune must preserve a certain rela-

tion to the key note. In some poems of five sylla-
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bles in a measure, the third of the first line is the governing word;
and the fifth sometimes holds the same relation in verses of seven

syllables. This key word in Chinese poetry is the object of par-

ticular attention. It must not be a mere particle, but a word ex-

pressing some prominent idea in the sentence. It may rhyme with

the key word in the following line, or it may alternate with it, ac-

cording to the rule which is chosen in the poem. These different

kmds of verses are variously combined, making as many as forty

different poetical metres. There are six different metres in ancient

poetry. The style of these poems is, in general, elevated, concise,

full of allegorical, and metaphorical expressions, of words that are

antique and little used, and references to events of history, deeds,

usages, and opinions little known. This is what renders Chinese

poetry so very diflScult to be appreciated or described by Western

scholars.

The great difference between the smooth and harsh tones, which

are variable in different stanzas of Chinese poetry, some of which

can be scarcely, if at all, enunciated in singing, renders it almost

impossible to sing Chinese poetry with Western music, and a tune

which was adapted to one stanza would not be appropriate for the

next, though agreeing with it in the number and metrical arrange-

ment of its syllables.

In the written language there are so many synonymous characters

differing in pronunciation and tone, that there is little difficulty in

adapting them to the strict rules of Chinese poetry. In the spoken

language, however, the number, tones, and arrangement of words in

a sentence, is so inflexible, that it is almost impossible to compose
poetic measures in the spoken language. The popular songs of the

empire, and hymns composed for Christian worship, are only ap-

proximations to the style of the spoken language, and, consequently,

are but partially intelligible to the common people.
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LIST OF NOUNS WITH THEIB CLASSIFIERS.

N. B. In the fuUo-wiDg list Su6>, the adjective one, is frequently translated by
the indefinite article to which it is often cqiuralent.

^
>ijft "^fi 8u6' long' I-»iong*, One piece of clothing.

/rf- ffi i*] Siio'^iong' Ma'-kua', A short riding coat.

jA. iLkn S^°' iong' No*, One single thing.

jtdm i-*^
^'*°' •'^"g' P^'i -^ long robe open in front and behind.

\T ^ fc J. Siio' long' Poe'-tah*, One waistcoat.

.^ jyL Siio* long' Tai'-kie', One piece of bnsiness.

jl tt'Vdtl Suo'iong'Tong'-kua', A long robe (buttoning in froiit.)

'?'. \_^\^r Siio' iong' Tong'-sang, A robe or gown buttoning at
•—. A/t J^--%'^ the right side.

yi ^^L~a ^"°' iong' Toi*-long*, A short under garment, a shirt.

1 1 AjL hi*ii oi? ^ ggjjj j,f throne (Used of men and (rods.)

^^-*^ Siio' oi' Neng'-k'aS A visitor, a g^est

•^ uZ 1^-^ Sii6« one Hung, A gale of wind.

^4 /;CA Suo'ua" Che', One stroke of writing.— # ^^ "^ Suo' uong' Euang, One ofEcer.

-^ _iS- A.4- Sfio' uoog* Mieng'-p'uob', A roll of bread or cake (made— rfll®|l? of wheat flour.

laj^S^ft^^ Slio' ch'ah* U», A shower of rain,

^. ,, Siio' chieh* Teuh*, One joint of bamboo.

^/g. j^- Siio' chieh' Chn, One verse of a book.~ &P ^
Siio' change Ting, One cup tamp.

^ ^1, .j'Ej^-^^ Su6' chang* Ting-leng", One lantern.

—— ^S tVjffi
Slio'chang'Chiu , One cup of whiskey.

SL 4^8 Siio" cheng» Lau*, An upper story.

_>^ iC&t^ Suo' cheng* Lau'-t'ai, A ladder.

"-^^ P^ i;^ Siio' chengs Eie-cho', A flight of stairs,



Stt6« ch

Stio' ch

Sab" chi

-—'^^^^ Su6»ch

"^A^ Sii6»ch

'—
' M^^ ^^^'"^

^-^ Sfi6'ch
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'^^li Sii6"chia*Uang«, OnebowU

Stto' chia* Cliieng', One (copper) coin.

lift* Laung', One egg.

lia^ Neng^, One person, (man or woman).

lia* Ngieng", An inkstone.

lia^ Pan, A loaf of bread.

ia* Piang', A cake, a biscuit.

lia' Puang^, A plate or platter.

lia* Pue, Oae cup. A tea cup.

lia* Tieh*, A saueer.

liong Chii, One chapter of a book.

— ite* ^/Kf^ Stio' chi" Cbiu'-sih', A refreshment saloon.

j^ Jjife
Sttd'cho'CKiongS, One wall,

— •* f^ik^ say oho' Lau', An upper story,

,—. yg]? 4^rF^ ^"°' "^^^ Nga*-muongf, A court of justice.

"^ dpi rfh& y^ Suo' cho' Fau^-tai', A terrace for guns, a fort.

__ ^ rfn |1| Sub" cbo" Sang, One bill.

..^ . nitA X-dff Sfi6»ch6''8iang», A walled city.

_—VE3?'Hw' /ff ^uo' ch6' Tuai'-ch'iio', A large house.

_ ,
j^lU-^ JL^ Su6'cbongTai'-kie', One piece of business.

—— iki ^ Suo' chSiJ'hiong, A stick of incense.

_
, ij, tU; Su6» ch'uong' Chu6, A string of beads.

_ CT^ ^^, SuA' eh'uong' Chieng', A string of eash.

_ r-» -^ l Siiy ch'oi'Ta', One swallow of tea.

Siio' ch'ong* tJh', A cushion bed.

Siio' cho^ Euang-t'iang, An ofBcial residence of a snbo>^

(fiaate offioer.

«..-* ydr *ro Sti6»ch'ong' Fue'', A quilt, a bedcover.

—. /^ ittE. Su6» ob'ong' Tiong', One set of musquito bars.
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,—. A- 1^ Stt6« hah* CheuV A p«ir of birdi.

^,-. y^ iJlS Su6'hah«Chu6*, A couple of candles.

„— >&>-
iJf^ O ®*°'^''''' Chu6*-t8i», A pair of candlesticks.

'-•'^d\ 9§ii^ ®*^^' *"*"'* ^'*"' '*" ^°*' ^ P"'''
°*^ *™*" *'*** tables, (Mak-

17 "rlyfl^ ing a square when put together.)

,_ -1 ^/^iw. ijH Si^^' h»li* Tin', A pair of wardrobes, or cupboards.

— <^!S ^v^ Sii6«hah«Ta»-t6«, A pair of tea-tables.

„^^ S S" Stio'hieh'Chfl, Oueleaf of abook.

Su6' ho', A set, consisting of ten things of any kind.
Baough for ten persona.

„_ Sl] 4^5* ' ^^^ ^^^ Uang», A set of bowls.

_-« &^] 4^ 8u6" ho' Puang", A set of plates.

—^ StI y?r^ ®*"' ^''^ Tieh', A set of saucers.

,_ S >i Sfi^K Siio* ho* Tong-p'ien', A set of soup spoons. (The Chi-
^34 f'Q^^- nese usr poroelain spoons.)

Tu Sif 'j^ Suo* ho'Teii', A set of chop-sticks (i. e., 10 pairs),

,
5 JJO-:^ Siio' bo' Nija'-ch'ieng. A set of tooth- picks.

^—, o it irSr Siio' ho' le", A set of chairs.

— 'il® ^A ®"°' ^**^* Cli'aeh', A scroll.

. ,,
J|5 -dM- Siio' hoh* Ua', A picture (on a scroll).

S66' hoh« Pui', A roll of cotton cloth.

Su6' hoh< Tin', A roll of silk.

Stto' bong* Che', A column of characters. (Chinese is

written in colnmns.)

Su6' hong" Ch'eu*, A row of trees.

-^^ "^^ ^^^ hung Ch<t, A sealed communication, a letter.

f/^
O JL Siio" huo' Ngai'-nSng", A band of bad men, robbers.

iSe ^f>''' V. (Hu6> signifies many banded together.)

^^ n* Sii6' hu6» Ch'eh», A band of thieves.

^At arf'jfi'l Siio' huo* Ch'eh'-suna', A fleet of pirates.

'^^^wkn^ 8 1 I-

^_jf0 ><t«% 846' kai* Chieng', One cash, a copper coin. (The same
" im M-'k a«Su68cbia<Chjeng«.)

-" - -^S y^ ®^^' ^*' N^'^g't ^"^ person, a human being.

^^^
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„-. AS\ S Su6« ka» Nguoh", One month.

„— AfTl P ^ Siio' ka' Muong^, One door.

—^ /<OT <?^ Suo' ka' SJong*, One trunk, box, or chest.

/^ ^ -Aw Siio' ka^ Chu-ka', One book-case.

.^— ^^^-^o^^r^Siio'ka'Oheu'ining'chung, A clock, (a self-strikiDg

;feC? sU-Tjh ^^°' ^^' Ming«-ch'ong», One bed-stead.

—— -40 itf^ ^^^' ^*^ ^"'' ^ cupboard, a wardrobe.

, , p EI y^--- Siio' kang Ong*, A mercantile establishment, a hong,

a ^ S Su6« kang Ch'iio', One house.

- & ^ yS Suo' kang Pung? An inner room.

•^^ P^ Ti" ^'*°° kang Taing', One shop.

_„_ ifeit'^" ^*°* ''^^' Chtl, A set of books. (A work consisting of

(XV-W eeveral olnmes.)

^_ -g n^ H^ Su6s knng^-teng' Ah<, A flock of ducks.

—» ^^ PW "^ ®^"° kung'-teng' longs, A flock of sheep, a herd of goats,

, -^ n^lK^ ®*''' kungs-teng8 Nie'-kiangs, A company of children.

„„^-^^ P^ Jl Siio* kung'-tengs N&ng^ A company of men.

'^J^PiiiliiS^ ^^°' kung5-teng3 P'as-kieh4 ch'ehs, A band of rob-

, <ti -^a£ Siios kuo' Ua', A phrase (spoken).

Siio' kuos Chii, A sentence of a book.

•—' 'ct? "A"^^ Siio* kuo' Ku-ua'', An ancient saying.

. .'^n} 'f^^'^S S"°' ^"o' SiSh'-ua', An adage, a proverb.

*"^ ^^ 4^ ®^°' kuongs Cheng, A needle, a probe.

.—• ^^ ^^^ SxLo^ kuong» Mis, a. stalk of rice.

_—. jic. jbi Swos kia E% An odd shoe (one of a pair).

'—
' '^ Tre ^^^ ^'* Uah', An odd stocking.

—— "Sp .srfU Siio' kia K'uq, One boot, an odd boot.

ŵ. Siio' k'uoh< Mehs, A cake of ink.

;^r -^^ Sijo' k'uoh4 Ch'as, A block of wood.
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^-^ 7)StnVj§/tet S*°' '"^^ Chu6-ung6, An arbutus, strawberry fruit, Red-

— ^t^^^^ti^ Sfio' la'i' t)6s-uong5, A pill, a medioiDal bolus.

^— ?^ ^. ®'^°' '*''*' ^^"°' ^ ^**'^-

-— ij^'^ ,2- Suo^ lah^ Ku62 clii', One fruit (i. e., one apple, one peach,

\ijt^^ ""« strawberry, or one of any kind of fruit).

—- TTC^'i^n Siio' lah' K'aiu, One button.

,^-. 4?!^ -^ Siio' labs Mis, A kernel of rice.

,^-» 7^ $ ^'^^^ '*^° ^'''' ^ P'"™-

""— ^vi,^ S^"* '"'^' ^'^ -^ P**""-

—- ^i-^tiC^^*^' '"'*'' Pi^ pa's. Medlar fruit, Loquat, Mespilus japon-

. ^^ ^ Suo' lah" Tau', A single bean.

*— %^ T§ ^"°^ '"^'' ^'™S'' ^ button, worn on the top of the cap,
' '^ designating official rank.

"•-^ pI^'^^'ST ®'^°' '^'^^ Kus-ting, A round headed nail, a drum nail.

!-ii6* liang^'Cli'uo", A pifce of matting.

Silo' liiing^ Pu6% One breadth of cotton cloth.-If*»/»>

^ Siio' raieng? Ki' or Siio' meng^ Ki', A fl;ig, a stand of
*"*• colors.

iJfi Suo^ inu5 CliMengs, One acre of field land.

.^ XIj/tL few Slios mu'' Huongo, An acre of garden land.

•— J^ ^9 SUo' raue'Ngii', A fish, one tail (used in books only)
;

' ^*^*
spoken, 8ii6J t'au5 Ngiis, One head of fish.

SUo' roue' Lu'-lSrgfi', A perch, a Chinese trout.

Ij- .y».^^ jE-^Yi' ^E^ S"o' raues Uongs-hua-ngii^, Yellow fish, (one of the best

~~ Pi y'wS.
®'^°' muongs Pau', One naouth of artillery, one cannon.

^~ if' '*r Siio' pa» Ch'a», A bundle of wood, (used for fuel.)

, J-f ^^ Siios pas Kings, A guitar.

•"" JP '^§S ®"°' P*" Fuis-taus, An axe, a hatchet.

^^ -tpif Q Ef Suos pa* Nihs^chia, A sun shade, a parasol,

-i— "tf ''^' Siio' pa' Sang«, An umbrella.
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^
j. tu .^^ Siio' pa2 Sieu, A reed instrument with 12 tubes (sound-

, Xtp B Siifts pas Sieog^, A fan

V ree-d

ing like an AccordeonX

. -fp ^- Sii6» pas Kieus, A flute, a clarinet (?)

ip -^g- Silo' pa» Kieu' or Siio" ting^ Kieu', A sedan.

,
J.pa ^w Suo' pa' Fieu^ A spoon.

ip __ Sa6s pa» To, One knife.

^ ^JO ^y Su68 pas Ch'a, One fork.

, ,+p i-ta *'^ Suo' pas Hong-tSng*, One tobacco pipe.

„_'tp» ^i^ jp. Su6' pas Sau'-ch'ius, One broom. (Pas, is used with
'T ^>—4 rfl

"^ almost all mecbanical tools and implemeDts of husbandry.)

jtc -^- Siio' pengs Chil, Oqe page of a book (so called from
liy^ ^§ pcDgS) the board, or block dn wbiob it is engraved);

Siio' peng2 Che', A block of characters, a block en-
graved for printing.

Siios pengs Ua', A page of pictures.

— »^ -^ 5^ 8a6»-peng» Siios-pengs, Stand aside, make way.

—
_ ,JS Lang' pengs,-Two sides, both sides.

;:; -^f^ Sang-peng* or Sang-pangs, A small boat (naitied from
' '^/Tv. the three oars with which it is rowed).
. JL.^4-tf- Suo' pangs Kis, a. chess board.

«_^ ,S^ -dp- Svlo' puongs Chii, One volume of a book.

.
J^ ^ Siio' puoogs Peh*, One pencil, (made of hair.)

_ ^^ '^\~ Siio' puongs Hua, A pot of flowers, a floitrering plant.

_ -re* Siio' p'eh<, A roll, or piece, of any woven goods. A
./•^^ ' fragment of cloth is called t6i3.

- T? "S Jfr- Siio' p'eh< Che^-piio', A piece of summer cloth, i. e.,

/*^-^^iJ^ grass-cloth.

. ^p* A<|^4«)i.Sii6'p'eh< Chaius-sa, A piece of crape.

"""/^^ ^B Siio' p'eh< Hua-tiu^, A web of figured silk.

• TF ^^ ^Jj Sud9i)'eh< Mien|«-tiu5, Cloth made of cotton and silk
'''**^'"n •*'* oombiued.

-— /p AiA^ Suo' p*eh< Pa'-lings, A web of lutestring, a species of
-'X.^fcfVi^ft. silk goods.

^

.

,

Tp —Lm Suo' p'ehs Puo', A piece of cotton cloth.

M- Tp ^B^ Siio' p'eh* Taung', A piece of satin.

.— jEp-^OTI ®^°' P'*^* So«-tiu5, A piece of plain silk.
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""/^^ itfw Siio' p'eh* Tiu*, A piece of common silk.

'^-Vt" M^ Suo' p'eh« longs-puo', A piece of foreign cotton clotfa.

/>^^/K» Sflo* p'eh* Nis, A piece of fulled cloth, dreRsed cloth.

""^/S^/V/E. Suos p'eh< Tuaii nis, A piece of broadcloth.

^/X-^H- 7\i* 'S'^o' p'eh* Pi5-chie», A piece of Spanish' stripe (baize).

""/^ yf" ^^ Sii&s p'eh< longs-che, A piece of foreign lawn,

'~/vvT;^/)T'^ Sad" p'eh* Sia-hongs iongs puo', A piece foreign drilling.

^>% Suo^ p'eb< Siahongs ung^, A piece of cotton flannel.

^W^'iS S®o' P'^li* Siang-chaiu3, A piece of silk camlet.

""^ !/*• tvT^ Sixo' p'eh< Ma>, A horse (one of a span).

*
'"/A.'f ^^V S^"* puang* Ki5, A set of chess, a game of chess (?)

*"* jQ^7^ Suos pii6» Hua, A single flower, one blossom.

Sn6> p'uo' Chu, A set of books, or several volumes

^^ ^ composing a single work.

J^ Siio' seng E^, A pair of shoes, one put on of shoes.

^^np^ Siio'jwng Uali>, A pair of stockings.

^^^JSt/b^ ^^°' ^^"2 BTuo, One pair of boots.

•^-~ 3r Tff^ Suo' sing Sings, An idol god.

—— J^^^ Suo' sing Pu5-sah<, One (Budhist) idol.

—— & Vi 'W Siio' sing Ku»-tung», An ancient ims^e not worshipped,

S li^ • a statue (?)~— J^y^^ Suos sing Nengs-kiangs, A statue, a likeness,

—~* .& S^Sf^ ^''"' ®'"^ NguangT-uh«, A fancy image, a doll.

—• jM' Tw Sii6»sing Huh', An image of Buddha.

—— ^^E 7^ Siios sing Mo'-kui', One devil.

—
. "^ S^ ®*°* *"** ®*> ^ P'**'* <*^ poetry.

—— yJb^jj^J Siio' teu Ch'eus, One root tree, one tree.

I . jLS^ 'jfy
Sfio' tau Hua, One root of flowers.

'""'^^B^^^^^"' ^'^^ Tau°-sang
,
An animal, a wild animal.

«_ ;j|0 Su6> tiing>, A Coolie load, a hundred weight.
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'—
*S' ^S^ ^^"^ '*'' ^'*'' ^ tlieatiical play.

— «S: "V^ SvLO' taunga Puongr, A meal of victuals.

—. ^® >^ •^ 8il6« tfis Ungs-chiong, An essay, a dissertation.

—- yi^ y^ Sli6» tens 5% A canal, or river.

_-, A\§ir 4^^ Su6» tea's Kh, A street, a street bordered by shops, a

IT ^ marketplace.— 11^ ^ Stio' tens S6«, One rope.

-— '/($" i^^ Su68 teu» 8iang9, A silk thread.

—— A\^^ rtj Su6» teu5 Ch*iu*-kttng, A handkerchief.

— V/^ ^ Suos teus Tai>, A girdle.

— ^^^JS^- Su6» teu" Sungs, A ship, a boat

— A\^-pL jk^ Sa6« teus Sang-pengi, A three oared boat.

—~ /ji^^^^-p Suoa teu» Tieh* ting, One iron nail.

_
J^ ^JL Sa6» teu« Cheng, A single needle.

. /^ -tt 8ft6» teu» Ch'au«, A spear of grass.

— Ar^ 4^ ^*^ **"* TSiih*, One banaboo.

—• ^1^ I
* S*6« teu» Ten' or Su6' toi T'eua, A post, a pillar.

—' 4\^ IS.
^"°' **"° Cli'en3, One tree.

. -^^ ^R Sli6« tiang? Ngiing*, One ingot of silver.

—. ^iF -^^ Stio' tiang' King, An ingot of gold, a bar of gold.

—^ ^'Si^-^SL Sttd» tiang' Seh*, A block of pewter.

_ .x^-^^ Sii6« trang' Teng«, A block of copper or brass.

,_ :^'^^^ ^"®' tiang' Tieh*, A pig of iron.

~~ y^ ^|v ^"^ ^^' *^^"''' ^ '^'*>P of water.

_-. 0,^ V3F- ^*^ '*^* KangT, A drop of perspiration.

, ^^ a jX Su6« teh* Meh8-chai», A tear.

^^ ip, 6^ •i^ Siios teh< Uo'-diuis, A drop of medicine.

—* ij^^ ®^^' **'»*-'''»''g'> A little drop, a little. (Properly Used
'I"-! T only of fluids. Nia'-noi' u tased with other objects;)

, . ^^_— y^ SU6a-teh* Stto'-teh*, Drop by drop.
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_-. -r^ S^^ ®"^
^'''S' Kieu', One sedan. (A sedan, like a hat, has

^" M 1^ a tiog^, or htM, o» the top.)

^-.. 1^ "^^'i' ^*^' *^' Muongs-chii, An official communication.

l/* ^^ Sa6» toi Pong«-t6«, A heap of rubbish.

lAa V* Sttos t6i» Sa69, A stone.

—. i-& 5S ^**°' *""' Chiong, One brick.

^ "5 ®"''' ''^'' N^g"*'! One tile.

1^ -rJtf:^
^'^^^ '^'^ P6-I6», A pane of glass.

^~jK jL^ Sttos toi' Huang-chiengs, A foreign Coin, one dollar.

^^^^ Stto' t6i» Ch'as, A stick of firewood.

J^ j Sfi6» toi' Chui*-cliittg, A piece of quartz crystal.

^^ ^i, , Suos toi' Piang», A cake, a biscuit.

^S ji ^'^^ '"'* Niihs, A piece of meat.

7\1^ *^ Sii6« toi^Teus, A post, a pillar, a piece of timber.
«— T!^/1^

^. Suo' tung' I-siongs, One thickness of clothing.

Sfio' tangs Muongs, A single door.

Lang? tungs Muong^', A doubly enclosed door, a door
on each face of the wall.

Suo' tfing: Siangs, A city surrounded with one wall, a

^ Tnv single enclosure.

Suo' ttings Tieng, A single vault of heaven, a single

tier of clouda.

~"3 «gji.u.Sn6' t'aus Tau'-sang, One animal.
""* 3M ^^^3^.„ . , , .- , - . ,

\^^- TtM'j IS used as a classifier or numeral of erery animal

n^ except man, whether on the earth, in the ur, or in the

^j-^\r~ water, including beast, fowl, reptile, and insect.— ^IJS ^fe Su6» t"au» Ma*, A horse.

— ^W ^^ Su6» t'aus Mas, A cat.

»— ^^ it S*o* t'au' NguS, A cow or an ox (used for either gender)

, '^W ^tt ®'^°' *• *"' Ng***! One fish.
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^^
ityi -^ Su6> t'aus longs, a goat,

"^ M^^ ^^-y" S*(68 t'aus Ming«-Tong», A sheep.

' 2M ^ Sa'68 t'aus Tu, A hog.

Su6» t'aae ETengi, A dog.

Siios t'aii> Eie, A fowl', a hen.

Sno' t'aue AhS A duck.

Stto* t'au' Ngie*, A gooBe.

Slio" t'ioDg lez, One chair.

^^ 5]^^^ ®*®' *'''°°8 ^^*' ^"* *"^'®-

""^/& /R^ Sad* t'iong Chai», One sheet of paper.

""' 5^^§ S""" t'iwig Ua'i One picture.

"~*^^^^ 8468 1'6» I-8iong<!, One suit of clothes.

"~*'?l&;^^^9^ Su6» t'6' King-ku»-ch'iie, A band of muBic.

Sa6> t'6> Tu-sing-puang,^ A set of elegant dishes (!)

77 jnn^ §&& to Chai>, A ream of paper, one cut of paper, one
"*

'
' package Tailing from 48 to 196 sheet*..

Chinese Synonprns.

f^?- Engl, To touch, to come in eon- Tl5 Aih<, To press or bear down
* ^

tact. I'*" wkh the hand.vkh the hand.

^n Eng', A seal, to stamp, to print,

^^
I. a press worked by a lever, to press. '

^ L»e9, To rub, to polish, to grate, f^ Tah*, A press worked by a screw.

Mno, To rub slightly, to feel.

H grater;

L^', To graze in pa.%ing, as to

strike against flowers in passing,

j_ to come in collision.

&\% K'os ch'ieng>. To run a boat

Y^
^"7" upon the sand.

SK Ch'aes, To fret or ch^fe by mb-

f^ Mnai», To grind, to polish,

-11 Muai^ t6. To grind knives.

^'Muais meha. To grind ink.

H^ "ET Muais siii',To polish stones.

li^ Moi, To grind in a mill.

i^Ma,To grasp in the hand.

^^^ I* ch'iu», To clasp hands as

Vr^- token of respect.^^ K'eng ch'ius, To take hold•^^ of hands.

-Ji^^- Ch'ach'im, To elasp the
~| hands (the fingers of one hand

, _
between those of the other.)

J^fL Kieng, To bring.

l^lTos, To take up.

^|MT6sli^ Bring.

|^^T6' k'o3, Take away.
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^ K'eng,Tol«a4

^ Peh«, To pull, to draw.

!C Tua, To drag or force along a
~*

resisting animal.
^Kuis, Disembodied spfrits, de

mons, devils, spiritual beings of
the lower orders good or bad.

Sias-kuis, Evil spirits.

ogd^ Cho»-ch'oi8, To curse.

'^»^" Sieh*-sie'^, To swear (prop-

^rt.^ Huah^-sie', To swear (vilely).

W\ W^Huangi-tuis, Possessed of
'^ Xj= devils.

M65-kuis, A devil working
' wonders.

rsS Muongs-kongs, To speak at
***"

random, to say what is not
true.

^twH
Laung'-kongs, To speak

^^ lai-kongs, To lie.

X j^ Hoong-tongs, To speak false-
nyf-cr hood.

m^^^ii^ LaungT kongs

nz»

To
utter a tissue of

falsehood with in-

tent to deceive.

Maa, To scold, to reprove, to re-
""* proiush.

^fl^ Cho»-ma3, To curse.

©A^^ Huis-paung3, To slander.

SiJKo^ Pai5-pa\ing3,Todefarae(witb
^rCX^ evil intent)

T'OBg-ti, To inform against.

^+ Ka chuos, M<iBter of a family.

J^rj: Ch'iios chiio', Landlord.

tl^ Chiios, Lord, master.

/it. Ch'iio' Houses.

))fS Chub*, Candles.

Puo, To spread and arrange
smoothly (as cotton for a qorlt).

^^ Ch'ii, To open out, to unfold^ to
* * spread oat nicely.

^^^ Tang-k'ui, To open or spread

«W^' "I out (as goods for sale).

^J#^ga Ch'iun'ang-k'ui, To
"JlW^ IttJ stretch urat the arm or

. hand.

w^4^ K'ing-mangT, To treat disre-

T-^/ji- spectfully.

© l^m Tai'-mangr, To degrade.
"*• i>C

^l^AMi Us-mangr, To insult.

^ i^ Sieli4-tuh', To treat with

i|j Ch'oh*, To go out.

j^ Chuos Paddy.

JGF Ch'ti6<, A foot measure,

rer Ch'iios, Matting.

Kiang, To fear.

Kiang', A mirror.

^^ Kiangs, To walk.

3^^^ King-siang3, Threads ofgold.

^^^5 K'ings-siang', Guitar strings.

S^Al King-siangs, Capital city.

K'ings, Willing, T will.

^^-^Ng7-k'ing«, Unwilling, I

4A cvrriir„T;:,tf„?r t]; -^:^ -^ K'in?n?k<ing,
* C Are yon willing

f

VP Li2, A Chinese mile =
-J-
Eng.

Jt^
mile.

.^ Lis, Plums.

'^J>1 Lis, Pears.

^k Li«, Come.

;A T Li5-lau«, Has come.
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-^ Puong', Root, origin.,cfc^ Ma, Mamma.

1^ Ma, To grasp in the hand.

BE Ma', A horse.

.xS Ma% Father's mother.

Ma% To chide, to blame.

^^ Ma', A cat.

Ma^, The pulse.

;jfa Ma', Barley.

R3} -^Nau7-BeH'', A quarrel, a riot.

^^Nau'-ieh', Great bustle, a

\tiV place where crowds assemble
for buGiDess or for pleasure.

^i Ting«-nauMeh8, A very
«»>» great bustle.

Pung, To burst away (as water
from a pool).

Pungs, An inner room.

> J' P'ong'-hues, To extinguish
fire.

I
P'ongs, To liberate, to let loose,

J^-^>Chnis-p'ong3, Ebb tide.

Pong', To place.

^S Pong', Night soil.

^t- ja Puongii-sing, Myself.

J^ .^Hua-puong<, A flower pot.

''^ Pnong«, A deep dish.

PuongT, Boiled rice.

Tong, Long (in space or in

4^<XEChui»-taung, Flood tide

M ,^Tong-tong, Very long.

J^ Tong, Hot water, soup.

JF Tong, To swallow.

T'ongs, Sugah

jPai-t'ongs, While sugar.

Taung', To take oflF (raiment).

^ Taungs, To row (a boat).

^9 Taung', Satin.

jEf Taung', To drop, to lose.

^- TaungT, A measure of ten feet.

THE LORD'S PHATER.

Neng»-ka-ti' Tieng-ho' tu6« t'ieng-le^ ; Nguongs nii»-kis miai^
BJang^sengs ; Oi' nu^ t'ieng-kuoh* cheu'-li" ; Oi' nu^-kis chi'-e'

e'-t'ung-hengs tc-le' keang' t'ieng-le^ siio'-iongs ; Nih'-eung»ki«

liong«-ch'6» king-tang» seti' neng^-ka; Kiu' Tieng-ho' sia' ncng«-ka-ki«

choi' cheu' ch'iong» nengs-ka sia' taih^-choi' nongs-ka-ki' neng'siia'-iong'

;

M6' sai» n6ng«-ka in»-heh* k'6', se' keu' nengs-ka cho'hi-k'os-chias

hting-auh< ; Ing oi' kuoh'-le', kuongs-pang', keiing7 ing-ien', tu se' nu»

su<<-o»-ki6 ; kau' k'6»'tong«-kiu'; A-mengs.






















